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After the war, the imports stopped which led to the setting up of manufacturing facilities by local
entrepreneurs. These people who with their sheer hard work, dynamism and creative minds have made the
business succeed. Very recent Berger offers Robbialac easy clean which is high quality interior wall finishes,
highly applicable for concrete wall and cleanable. The Automobile segment generates more than two-third of
the demand for Industrial paints, and hence is the growth driver for Industrial Paints. If the source is not
accessible no information will be collected and research will be undone. Its tries to identify various scope and
limitations of the system and then find out potential opportunity for the improvement of this system. Sales
offices were opened in Delhi and Mumbai and in a depot was started in Guwahati. It leads the way for
introducing high quality color bank products and top coat finishes Decorative paints in Bangladesh. Provide
basic and supervise construction of factory and ancilling buildings. High excise duties, low technology and
low capital costs for production led to the incidence of a high number of units in the small scale sector. Urban
houses are well-designed in its interior as well as exterior aspect. They are the leaders in powder coatings.
Suppliers and specialists conduct training seminars for staff in this connection. Company provided me the
name of companies, their phone numbers and their addresses. With world class range and durability, Berger is
always ready to answer to all weather condition 2. It has manufacturing facilities in each of these countries and
is the largest paint company in ten overseas markets. Validity It defines the degree of relevancy of the
information being sought regarding the nature of research. For urban houses, interior design is becoming a
fashion statement and a lot of paint is used to decorate the interiors. Reliability It deals with the nature of the
respondents of sources. The organizational culture, working environment, career path, salary package and
some other things makes the craze for entry level to top level professionals to be employed here The group as
well as the company is expanding, So there s always some recruitment in procees. But still Berger paints
Bangladesh Ltd holds its top position with strong distribution networks, effective and efficient management
team and human resource. Also those companies taking new strategies to grow its market share. Besides, some
data collected by conducting in depth interview with the proper authority. Most of the raw materials are
imported from outside the country. It also provides primers, undercoats, thinners and other decorative
products. Reward for well decorated products. Still the foreign companies continued to dominate the market,
which in a way is the current scenario as well. For the last few years others paint industries growth is very
remarkable. Increasing share of organized sector: Decrease in taxes on key raw materials will improve the
position of the organized players. A comparative analysis of the advertisements of Berger Paints with respect
to its competitors and suggest the various strengths and weakness of the media promotion of Berger Paints.
The objectives of this system was to reduce the pressure on factories production capacity by ensuring the
production of these slow moving shades from depot and by guarantees the spot delivery against customer
demand. Domestic banks, financial Institutions, mutual funds and insurance companies hold  In s, Berger Pro
Links, a service aimed at providing paint and application related information to professionals, was introduced
marking one of the first steps into painting related services. There was a certain questionnaire which consist of
name, date of birth, anniversary date, business value per year, monthly consumption of material including
interior paints ,exterior paints and wood finish etc. Here, sensitivity mainly deals with the accuracy of the
information drawn from the source. ICI identified paints as a thrust area and was aggressively moving to
improve their position. Their professionalism, excellent teamwork and strong commitment to their service,
customers, associates and finally to the communities they live in, have enabled us to remain as the market
leader in the Paint industry.


